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CASE STUDY
Uganda Revenue Authority (URA) is a government revenue
collection agency established by the Parliament of Uganda and it is
responsible for the assessment, collecting and accounting for
various forms of tax revenue, in Uganda. It is also responsible for
the enforcement of the Central government's taxation laws in the
country therefore it deals with a lot of records.
COSEKE Uganda LIMITED has supplied over 100 Kodak Scan
stations to Uganda Revenue Authority.
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With the Acquisition of these scanners, Uganda Revenue Authority
has found it easy to communicate among its departments and
regional offices using the networking facility on the scan station(s).
Uganda Revenue Authority has registered efficiency in production
with the use of the scan station in its’ several departments.
WHAT ARE KODAK SCAN STATIONS?
Kodak Scan Station(s) are color A4 document scanner(s), ideal
for any business looking to share data quickly and efficiently, via an
easy, intuitive interface with a very robust design.
ERGONOMICS
Kodak Scan Station scans and sends documents at the touch of a
button. From one scan, you can simultaneously send a document to
the network, to e-mail, to print, to fax, to FTP and can be used to
scan into Microsoft SharePoint environments. Scan profiles can
easily be created and accessed via the touch screen. It also features
remote administration allowing you to manage a fleet
of installed Scan Station scanners from one place. (Updates,
configuration, etc.). The application is easy to use and intuitive:
create and manage lists of scanners, display and manage statuses,
etc. The "Voice Attachment" function offers voice management,
enabling users to send audio messages containing comments or
instructions
with
scanned
documents,
to
ensure
clear
communication. This feature is very useful in that it avoids having
to type messages on the touch screen.

ABOUT COSEKE
COSEKE Limited is the
premier Document
Management Solutions
company in the East Africa
region with offices in
Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania
and Rwanda. The firm was
founded in 1990, in
Tanzania and has a
dedicated, highly skilled
team of staff in various
capacities of ICT. COSEKE
is your one-stop shop for
all your Business Process
Management solutions.
At COSEKE “Quality Means
No Compromise” in our
everyday engagement with
our clientele and suppliers.

FEATURES
Including "Kodak Perfect Page" image processing technology with
iThresholding, the Kodak Scan Station allows you to scan even poor
quality documents at maximum speed and obtain excellent image
quality.

www.coseke.com

PERFORMANCE
The Kodak Scan Station handles an average of up to 6000 pages
per day, due to its throughput speed of 50 ppm, its ADF capacity of
75 A4 sheets and its ultrasonic double feed detector.

